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Across  
    

1 A thin slice of veal, crumbed and sautéed in  26 To halt or curtail the flow of something  
 oil or butter (delicious with garlic mash) 29 Hearty English roast or horrible English  

8 Lurid 70’s blockbuster with Max Von Sydow   royals (initials) 

 and Linda Blair (initials) 31 Persons who hold views contrary to the  
10 Exotic Oriental bong-like smoking apparatus  official teaching of a church or religion,  

11 Lovely Australian tree  historically punished for same (William  

12 Unflattering accessory worn to hold hair for   Tyndale, Baruch Spinoza, Hans Küng, Jesus)  
 hygiene and safety whilst working with  34 Instrument of execution favoured by English  

 heavy machinery or fast food  for members of upper classes (Charles I,  

14 Initials shared by celebrated Welsh actor   Thomas More, Mary Queen of Scots, Lady  
 with marvelous speaking voice (The Robe,   Jane Grey etc., etc.) (cf. hanging, drawing  

 Equus, Exorcist II: The Heretic) and troubled   and quartering, burning entrails etc.) 

 American child star (Captain Spanky’s Show  35 Ayn Rand or Anastasia Romanov (initials) 

 Boat, In Cold Blood, Helltown etc.) (initials) 36 An acute infectious disease, incurable and  

15 Excellent Capote novel (initials)  deadly until quite recently responsible for  

17 Lovely girl’s name (chiefly US)  enormous loss of life in eastern Europe 
19 Garish, hypnotic Pre-Raphaelite painting by  during WW2 

 William Holman Hunt depicting an animal 38 Initials shared by flamboyant US dancer 

 dieing in the desert painted in 1854 from life   strangled by scarf in bizarre automotive 
 and on location during an expedition to the  mishap and fictional prisoner in Soviet gulag 

 Holy Land accompanied by the demented   in celebrated Alexander Solzhenitsyn book 

 and tragic Canadian proto-Zionist “prophet”  about indomitable human spirit (“It was a  
 and interpreter of scripture Henry Wentworth   good day”) 

 Monk (today by few remembered) (3, 9) 39 Russian-born Israeli prime minister during  
23 Lurid 1968 movie starring Frank Sinatra as   Yom Kippur War 

 hard-boiled Miami private dick Tony Rome  40 Roman Catholic sacrament of anointing the  

 (also Raquel Welch and Dan Blocker) (today   seriously ill and dying with consecrated oil  
 by few remembered) (4, 2, 6)  (initials) 

24 Demonic possession or Dr. Pell (initials) 41 Unctuous substance used to anoint the ill and 

25 Aaron Spelling or Ariel Sharon (initials)  dying in Catholic sacrament (and cook chips) 
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Across (contd.)  
    

43 Eternal darkness (initials) 13 Molten rock from volcano 

44 Little hat worn at all times by Orthodox  16 “I wander thro’ each … street, 

 Jewish males signifying humility and fear   Near where the … Thames does flow, 
 before G-d  And mark in every face I meet 

   Marks of weakness, marks of woe”  
 

Down 
 (William Blake) 
17 Buzzing insect with black and yellow stripes  

1 Funny-sounding Yiddish word for a little   and sting 

 Jewish village 18 Adorable sit-com character played by Brandy 
2 Conscientious objector (initials) 20 “Tyger! Tyger! Burning bright 

3 Possessing symmetrical bony protuberances   In the forests of the night, 

 on head like a goat or the Devil  What immortal hand or eye 

4 Rogue state (and Axis of Evil member) with   Dare frame thy fearful …?”  

 reclusive leader Kim Jong-il (initials)  (William Blake) 

5 Nice Scottish boy’s name 21 Criminal (or Clinton) investigation (initials) 
6 1965 Vincente Minnelli movie starring  22 Angel dust 

 Richard Burton as adulterous priest wracked  26 The nagging feeling of self-hatred and regret  

 with guilt (“We made love…even in motels,   arising from the knowledge that you have  
 God help me”) and Elizabeth Taylor as   done something very, very wrong 

 Bohemian artist and free spirit (also Charles  27 English regicide (initials) 

 Bronson as cool beatnik sculptor) (3, 9) 28 Crime Scene Unit (initials) 
7 Initials shared by veteran American director  30 The expulsion, deportation or banishment of  

 (Streetcar Named Desire, East of Eden etc.)   a person or persons from their native home 

 known for enthusiastic cooperation with 32 10 ¥ (initials) 
 House Committee of Un-American Activities  33 Popular dog’s food with catchy jingle  

 and demented Harvard rat bag known as the  (“Being a … is fun. That is why I’m one.  

 UNA-bomber  Happy at work and happy at play etc., etc.”) 
8 Exotic Asiatic headgear worn by taxi drivers 37 Spanish for sun as in Costa del … 

9 Having become consumed by unrelenting  42 Immanuel Kant or Inge King or Ilse Koch or 

 hostility or resentment about something (or   Ilya Kuryakin (initials) 
 life in general)   
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